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The British Library is the national library of the UK
We receive a copy of every publication produced in the UK 
and Ireland

In our collections you can find:

• 13.5 million printed books and e-books
• 310,000 manuscript volumes: from Jane Austen to James 

Joyce; Handel to the Beatles
• 60 million patents
• 60 million newspapers
• Over 4 million maps
• Over 260,000 journal titles, many of them digital
• 7 million sound recordings from 19th-century wax 

cylinders to CDs and radio broadcasts
• 8 million stamps
• over 500 terabytes of preserved data in our UK Web 

Archive which, since 2013, has aimed to collect every UK 
website.

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/quickinfo/facts/

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/quickinfo/facts/


Over 170 Million items are stored in 
London and in Yorkshire

Together, they occupy over 746km of 
shelving – equivalent to the distance from 
London to Aberdeen, and this is growing 
an extra 8km every year. 

Our digital collections amount to over 1 
petabyte – equivalent to almost 3.5 years 
of non-stop HD-quality video footage.

If you saw 5 items a day it would take you 
80,000 years to see the whole collection

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/quickinfo/facts/

http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/quickinfo/facts/


The Broadcast News service records and delivers access to television and radio news programmes from 31 
channels receivable free-to-air in the UK. 
Recording began officially on 6 May 2010 and there are over 175,000 programmes available, with around 
60 hours added each day, available immediately after broadcast.

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/television-and-radio-news

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/television-and-radio-news


Web archiving





The British Library has been collecting 
websites since 2005, initially on a selective 
basis and since 2013 at a ‘whole domain’ 
level. Vast majority is acquired under 
the Non-Print Legal Deposit Regulations 
2013. 

The UK Web Archive uses two different 
methods: automated ‘Annual Domain Crawls’ 
and ‘Frequent Crawls’. Once per year since 
2013 UKWA have attempted to collect as 
much of the UK based web space as possible, 
ingesting millions of websites. ‘Frequent 
crawls’ represent target websites that have 
been selected by a person, usually a curator. 

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/uk-
web-archive

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/

https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2022/01/ukwa-2021-technical-update.html

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/uk-web-archive
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/
https://blogs.bl.uk/webarchive/2022/01/ukwa-2021-technical-update.html


British Library Born Digital Archives Collections

• The Library’s Contemporary Archives and Manuscripts Department currently 
holds 40 individual born digital archives, taking up around 4TB of storage space.

• We mostly collect the personal and professional archives of prominent 
individuals whose work has made a significant impact on social, cultural, artistic 
or intellectual life in the United Kingdom. (Novelists, poets, dramatists, 
scientists, politicians, and activists) 

• The vast majority of these form part of larger hybrid archives, containing paper 
material too.

• These collections arrived at the Library on a wide-variety of carriers charting the 
history of personal computing, from early magnetic media to SSDs.

https://blogs.bl.uk/english-and-drama/2020/04/born-digital-literary-archives-how-were-archiving-the-future.html

https://blogs.bl.uk/english-and-drama/2020/04/born-digital-literary-archives-how-were-archiving-the-future.html


Enhanced Curation: Hanif Kureishi's writing study
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/hanif-kureishis-writing-study
Panoramic view created by taking a series of photographs of the room and digitally 
stitching them together to make one image.

https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/hanif-kureishis-writing-study


https://sketchfab.com/britishlibrary/collections/bl-globes
https://www.bl.uk/maps/articles/european-globes-of-the-17th-and-18th-centuries https://www.bl.uk/press-
releases/2020/march/digital-globes

https://sketchfab.com/britishlibrary/collections/bl-globes
https://www.bl.uk/maps/articles/european-globes-of-the-17th-and-18th-centuries
https://www.bl.uk/press-releases/2020/march/digital-globes


The Digital Scholarship Department

Mission

Enable the use of the British Library’s digital      
collections for research, inspiration, creativity, and     
enjoyment.

Goal 

Ensure the Library is able to meet the 
emerging needs of everyone who wants to 
deeply integrate digital content, data, and 
methods into their work.



• Our digital collections are only going to grow…

• Scholars and creatives are using technology in innovative ways, 
expectations have already changed, they’re seeking access at scale to 
our collections for computational analysis.

• We’ve much to gain from understanding digital methods and having 
closer collaborations, for solving issues (e.g. correcting OCR, enriching 
collections metadata, conquering cataloguing backlogs).

• Digital scholarship is collaborative, requires input across disciplines, our 
curatorial experts have an essential role to play in this.  

• The Digital Research Team aim to keep pace of digital developments, 
understand service requirements and support colleagues keen to make 
the most of opportunities.



What is Digital Research?

Uses digital technologies to change the way 
research is done, and make it possible to tackle 
new research questions.

Digital tools and computational methods have 
transformed two fundamental aspects of 
research: finding information and interpreting it

Benefits:

• Scale: Explore a bigger body of material 
computationally – distant reading

• Perspective: See trends, patterns and 
relationships not apparent from close 
reading

• Speed: Test an idea or hypothesis on a 
large dataset

Photo by Christiaan Colen via Flickr

https://www.flickr.com/photos/christiaancolen/20013034233/in/photolist-wuu2Qn-Kn62MP-oLCXMW-x9FZYj-xquRzq-5EFNE9-2htiDsa-6Tmzn7-2jmTgVq-2hsRAho-9gVqfG-x9RxXT-2huW3D5-dDd7NF-qGTH6-pLv9QZ-yeNbjX-aMG2DF-4CubE2-8fDWMk-2hzivMh-7tnkmy-2hspmWg-bydrS-6WZXxP-aMG5S4-aMG4vk-5qFgYC-ydTDpb-7BWXq7-EnAdL-KoC8z-ejfGy-xhUNrc-xhUNhp-yctJcq-yctJ4E-xXhGZp-aMGh3g-9BUXE2-6Mntky-2hq2rLN-atc4qb-9JnCEg-9v2ZLW-7iBogZ-at9pP2-at9qoF-aMGaEX-aMGgrr
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Digital Research Methods and Tools

Create machine-readable text for search/analysis (OCR/HTR)

Work more efficiently with our data and keep it tidy (data cleaning)

Visualising your data in order to view trends or to communicate it (data viz)

Applying classifications to, and/or analysing text (text & data mining, topic modelling, 
named-entity recognition)

Spatial analysis or visualisation, georeferencing, spatial storytelling (digital mapping)

Public participation in tasks on a digital platform (crowdsourcing)

Automatically extracting, analysing and understanding useful information from a 
sequence of images (computer vision)

OCR/HTR

Data Cleaning

Data Visualisation

Text and Data Mining

Digital Mapping

Crowdsourcing

Computer Vision

These can be applied to digital collections and data, e.g. spreadsheets, machine-readable text, 
digital images etc. Examples of tools and methods:

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2018/01/using-transkribus-with-the-india-office-records.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/04/clean-migrate-validate-enhance-processing-archival-metadata-with-open-refine.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2013/09/data-exploration-through-visualisation.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tp4y-_VoXdA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.scottbot.net/HIAL/index.html@p=19113.html
https://blog.cogapp.com/from-machine-learning-to-human-learning-ebddd6a9929a
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2019/04/the-season-of-place-learning-about-all-things-digital-mapping.html
https://www.libcrowds.com/collection/playbills
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2018/05/seeing-british-library-collections-through-a-digital-lens.html


16bl.uk

Two Centuries of Indian Print
The project has digitised more than 1,000 early printed Bengali books and 600 books printed in 
Assamese, Sylheti and Urdu.
https://www.bl.uk/projects/two-centuries-of-indian-print

https://www.bl.uk/projects/two-centuries-of-indian-print


Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Two_Centuries_of_Indian_Print

• Two Centuries of Indian Print used 
Transkribus to OCR a series of books 
using the Bangla trained model

• Bengali books into Wikisource with 
side-by-side view of transcriptions

• 2021 competition partnership with 
Bengali Wikisource community to 
improve OCR

• Export transcriptions to create open
Bengali OCR datasets available in the 
British Library repository

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Two_Centuries_of_Indian_Print


18bl.uk

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR)

• Working with:

• Arabic scientific manuscripts digitised 
as part of the BL Qatar Foundation 
partnership

• Other Arabic-script manuscripts (e.g. 
Persian, Malay, Indonesian)

• Chinese manuscripts digitised as part of 
the International Dunhuang Project



“Crowdsourcing is a form of digitally-
enabled participation that promises deeper, 
more engaged relationships with the public 
via meaningful tasks with cultural heritage 
collections. This project brings together 
world-leading experts to document the 
state of the art in designing, managing and 
integrating crowdsourcing activities, and to 
look ahead to future challenges and 
unresolved issues that could be addressed 
by larger, longer-term collaboration on 
methods for digitally-enabled 
participation.”

https://collectivewisdomproject.org.uk/

https://collectivewisdomproject.org.uk/


https://www.bl.uk/projects/georeferencer
https://www.bl.uk/help/how-to-use-the-georeferencer
https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/georeferencer/

Crowdsourcing: Georeferencer

https://www.bl.uk/projects/georeferencer
https://www.bl.uk/help/how-to-use-the-georeferencer
https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/georeferencer/


21bl.uk

Crowdsourcing: In the Spotlight

Transcribing names and performances on the playbills of Britain’s old theatres.



https://frontend.preview.zooniverse.org/projects/bldigital/in-the-spotlight

https://frontend.preview.zooniverse.org/projects/bldigital/in-the-spotlight


https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/bldigital/living-with-machines

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/bldigital/living-with-machines


Agents of Enslavement? is a research project, which seeks to explore the ways in which colonial newspapers in the 
Caribbean facilitated and challenged the practice of slavery.
It also seeks to identify the networks and voices of enslaved people hidden within these newspapers.

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/gjevon/agents-of-enslavement
https://blogs.bl.uk/endangeredarchives/2021/07/help-trace-the-stories-of-enslaved-people-in-the-caribbean-using-colonial-
newspapers.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/18/secrets-of-rebel-slaves-in-barbados-will-finally-be-revealed

Crowdsourcing: Agents of Enslavement 
Colonial newspapers in the Caribbean and hidden genealogies of the enslaved

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/gjevon/agents-of-enslavement
https://blogs.bl.uk/endangeredarchives/2021/07/help-trace-the-stories-of-enslaved-people-in-the-caribbean-using-colonial-newspapers.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/18/secrets-of-rebel-slaves-in-barbados-will-finally-be-revealed


https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/fstubbings/canadian-wildlife-notes-from-the-field

Crowdsourcing:  Canadian wildlife: notes from the field

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/fstubbings/canadian-wildlife-notes-from-the-field


https://www.bl.uk/projects/off-the-map

https://www.bl.uk/projects/off-the-map


The Off the Map Competition

• Exploration of how British Library digital 
collections can be re-used in creative ways

• Engagement with new audiences 

• Opportunity for students in the UK to showcase 
their talents to industry



Digital Rosslyn Chapel

De Montfort University student project created 

http://rosslynchapeldmu.blogspot.co.uk/

https://youtu.be/wdUxeeVKm9g

http://rosslynchapeldmu.blogspot.co.uk/
https://youtu.be/wdUxeeVKm9g


LONDINUM FLORENTISSIMA BRITANNIAE URBS; TOTO ORBE CELEBERRIMUM EMPORIUMQUE. / C.J. Visscher Delineavit
(detail). c. 1616. Maps C.5.a.6 
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/engraved-view-of-london-by-c-j-visscher-showing-the-globe-1616

https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/engraved-view-of-london-by-c-j-visscher-showing-the-globe-1616


AN EXACT SVRVEIGH OF THE STREETS LANES AND CHVRCHES CONTAINED WITHIN THE RVINES OF THE CITY OF LONDON : FIRST DESCRIBED IN SIX PLATS, BY 
IOHN LEAKE, IOHN IENNINGS, WILLIAM MARR, WILLM. LEYBVRN, THOMAS STREETE & RICHARD SHORTGAVE in Decber. Ao. 1666. BY THE ORDER OF THE LORD 
MAYOR ALDERMEN, AND COMMON COVNCELL OF THE SAID CITY. Reduced here into one intire plat, by Iohn Leake etc., 1667. Cartographic Items Maps Crace
Port. 1.50
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/survey-of-the-ruins-caused-by-the-great-fire-of-london

https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/survey-of-the-ruins-caused-by-the-great-fire-of-london


2013 winning team: 
Pudding Lane Productions from De Montfort University, Leicester 
Created an interpretation of 17th Century London
http://youtu.be/SPY-hr-8-M0 (Flythrough starts at 0:50)

http://youtu.be/SPY-hr-8-M0


Off the Map Gothic (2014)



Image from Delineations of Fonthill and its Abbey, John Rutter, 1823 



2014 winning team: Gothulus Rift, University of South Wales
Created a Fonthill Abbey inspired game called Nix using Oculus Rift
http://nixgamedevblog.blogspot.co.uk/
YouTube flythrough: http://youtu.be/8ESieZO4VHw

http://nixgamedevblog.blogspot.co.uk/
http://youtu.be/8ESieZO4VHw




The original handwritten manuscript of the 
story, ‘Alice’s Adventures Under Ground’, which 
was first told to Alice Liddell by Lewis Carroll in 
1862.



Alice’s Adventures Off the Map (2015)



2015  Winning Game:
“The Wondering Lands of Alice”
Team Off our Rockers, De Montfort University in Leicester
YouTube flythrough: https://youtu.be/7bwx4uUnbV4

https://youtu.be/7bwx4uUnbV4




#Shakespeare400

2016 commemorations of 
400 years since the death of 
William Shakespeare



Shakespeare Off the Map (2016)



Off the Map 2016 1st Place: 
“The Tempest” by Team Quattro, De Montfort University, Leicester
YouTube flythrough: https://youtu.be/0lzpEFgpk3Y

https://youtu.be/0lzpEFgpk3Y


Off the Map 2016 2nd Place:
‘Midsummer’ by Tom Battey, London College of Communication 
Blog: http://tombattey.com/design/developing-interactive-dialogue-in-
midsummer/
YouTube flythrough: https://youtu.be/sz-IKvp62NI

Download the game: 
http://tombattey.com/portfolio-items/midsummer/

http://tombattey.com/design/developing-interactive-dialogue-in-midsummer/
https://youtu.be/sz-IKvp62NI






Playing Beowulf

Project with University College London Institute of Education, funded by the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council in the UK. Developed a game-authoring tool based on the Anglo-Saxon epic poem 
Beowulf, for use by schools, universities, curators and library visitors.
http://darecollaborative.net/2015/03/11/playing-beowulf-gaming-the-library/

http://darecollaborative.net/2015/03/11/playing-beowulf-gaming-the-library/


Literature, Videogames and Learning by Andrew Burn
https://www.routledge.com/Literature-Videogames-and-
Learning/Burn/p/book/9780367458249#

“This innovative book explores links 
between literature and videogames, and 
how designing and playing games can 
transform our understanding of literature. 

It shows how studying literature through 
the lens of videogames can provide new 
insights into narrative and creative 
engagement with the text.”

https://www.routledge.com/Literature-Videogames-and-Learning/Burn/p/book/9780367458249


LITCRAFT uses the popular Minecraft 
gaming platform to build accurate scale 
models of authorial maps from classic 
works of literature. 

Impact is achieved by re-engaging 
children with literature in a model of 
positive reinforcement that makes works 
accessible in entirely new ways, 
combining the textual and the digital. 
Reading and writing are integrated with 
an immersive experience of the literary 
world.

https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/chronotopic-cartographies/litcraft/

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/jul/11/how-minecraft-is-
helping-kids-fall-in-love-with-books

https://www.lancaster.ac.uk/chronotopic-cartographies/litcraft/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/jul/11/how-minecraft-is-helping-kids-fall-in-love-with-books






Faint Signals by Invisible Flock: https://www.faintsignals.io/
Set in an imagined Yorkshire forest the work looks at how natural sound has changed over the last 50 years. 
Using the British Library’s collection of wildlife, weather, and other nature sounds Faint Signals reflects the 
diversity and complexity of Yorkshire’s natural landscape.

https://www.faintsignals.io/


Europeana Creative – bird visualisations

Nightingale & Canary - bird sounds visualised by Andy Thomas 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Xdswy5iLYM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Xdswy5iLYM


Textile artist Cat Frampton,
https://www.catframpton.com/

House Sparrow Yellowhammer Curlew

https://www.catframpton.com/


• 68,000 volumes (47,000+ 
titles) published in the 19th

century mostly in English  

• Excluded authors active 
1850-1901 and who died 
after 1936

• Output: 25 million pages 

The creative projects I’m about to discuss use Public Domain 
images from the Microsoft Partnership Digitisation Project 2006-8

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/digitised-printed-books

https://www.bl.uk/collection-guides/digitised-printed-books


Illustrations were extracted algorithmically from the digitised books
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2013/12/a-million-first-steps.html

<?xml version="1.0" 

encoding="UTF-8" ?> 

- <mets:mets 

xmlns:xsi="http://ww

w.w3.org/2001/XML

Schema-instance" 

xmlns:mets="http://w

ww.loc.gov/METS/" 

xsi:schemaLocation=

"http://www.loc.gov/

METS/ 

http://www.loc.gov/

standards/mets/ver

sion18/mets.xsd 

info:lc/xmlns/premi

s-v2 

Image snipped out
Algorithmically
From ALTO XML

Image taken from page 207 of 'London and its Environs. A picturesque survey of the metropolis and the suburbs ... Translated by Henry Frith. With ... illustrations'

ALTO XML

Mechanical Curator

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2013/12/a-million-first-steps.html
http://emergenceofdhbook.tumblr.com/


http://mechanicalcurator.tumblr.com/ https://twitter.com/MechCuratorBot 

http://mechanicalcurator.tumblr.com/
https://twitter.com/MechCuratorBot


The illustrations were uploaded to Flickr and albums were created through 

crowd-sourced tagging

https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/albums

https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/albums


David Normal







David Normal created light boxes around the Burning man, using the British Library’s book illustrations

The Crossroads of Curiosity installation at Burning Man Festival



The Crossroads of Curiosity installation at the British Library
https://www.bl.uk/case-studies/david-normal-burning-man

https://www.bl.uk/case-studies/david-normal-burning-man


Hey There, Young Sailor
written and directed by Ling Low with visual art by Lyn Ong

Inspired by the works of early cinema pioneer Georges Méliès, the video uses 19th century 
images from the British Library's Flickr collection. 
The video was commissioned by Malaysian indie folk band The Impatient Sisters

https://youtu.be/bcOP1E5bRE0

https://youtu.be/bcOP1E5bRE0






Artwork using 4 city maps 
selected from 50,000 
maps found by volunteers 
on BL Flickr Commons

Imaginary Cities Exhibition Michael Takeo Magruder

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2019/06/imaginary-cities-exhibition.html



Chicago

Homage to 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s
– organic modernist architecture

1 day’s data  -
Frank Lloyd Wright’s birthday

Hardwood

Vectorised image

Laser cut

UV pigment

laser-engraved sapele hardwood with UV light-reactive inlay



London

Sound algorithmically generated

Rorschach Inkblot

Real time animated

Real-time algorithmic triptych with soundscape 
customised 4K LED screens with silver-gilded frames

Rorschach inkblot
(centre point of art work, covers 3 screens)



Paris

Uses 4 sets of data 
each 3 months long 

Mandela design 
printed on cotton 
board, gilded with 24 
Carat gold

Algorithmically generated monoprints on 24ct gold-gilded cotton board



New York

• Virtual reality projection
• Oculus VR experience
• Downloaded data from Flickr Map of 

New York from previous day
• Creates a base city map from which a 

3D ‘City’ is created in Unity 3D
• 10 minute cycle (5min day and 5min 

night)
• Never repeats
• Transcendent sound track
• Art deco / Bladerunner aesthetic 

Real-time virtual environment (Unity3D) with soundscape infinite duration





Odyssey Jam 2017
https://itch.io/jam/odysseyjam

https://itch.io/jam/odysseyjam


Odyssey Jam 2017 entries

https://itch.io/jam/odysseyjam/entries

We encouraged entrants to make use of the digitised images on Flickr that The 

British Library had released under a creative commons license. 

Some games used these images, e.g. No One and 108 suitors.

https://itch.io/jam/odysseyjam/entries
https://ronca.itch.io/no-one
https://notagoth.itch.io/108-suitors


200th anniversary of the 

publication of Frankenstein.

A perfect opportunity to run a 

gothic novel themed challenge.

Gothic Novel Jam

invited participants to 

create stories, poetry, art, 

games, music, films, pictures, 

soundscapes, or any other type 

of digital media response.

We wanted participants to use 

images from the British Library 

Flickr account as inspiration 

https://itch.io/jam/gothic-novel-jam
https://www.flickr.com/photos/britishlibrary/


Gothic Novel Jam 2018

We received 46 entries submitted by people from all around the world including 

Australia, America and France. 

https://itch.io/jam/gothic-novel-jam/entries

https://itch.io/jam/gothic-novel-jam/entries
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Twine is an open-source tool for telling interactive, nonlinear stories: https://twinery.org/

https://twinery.org/


77bl.uk

Bitsy is an open-source tool for making little games or worlds: https://bitsy.org/

https://bitsy.org/


https://giuliac.itch.io/the-british-library-simulator

https://giuliac.itch.io/the-british-library-simulator


Collecting 

Emerging 

Formats 



UK Non-Print Legal Deposit

• Print legal deposit has existed since 1662

• Digital legal deposit came into effect in 2013 

• Allowed the libraries to collect publications in digital formats 

• Publishers must provide a digital file that is suitable for long-term preservation

• Onsite access within reading rooms 

“The term 'emerging formats' refers to types of publication that are in 

scope to collect under the UK’s Non-Print Legal Deposit Regulations, 

but whose content and structure are more challenging compared to 

those currently collected.”

https://www.bl.uk/projects/emerging-formats

https://www.bl.uk/projects/emerging-formats


• Born-digital with no print counterpart

• Often consist of more than one media type

• Comprised of non-standard format and metadata types

• Not typically part of existing collections

• At risk of rapid obsolescence

Source: Caylin Smith and Ian Cooke (2018) “Emerging Formats: Complex digital media and its impact on 

the UK Legal Deposit Libraries.” Alexandria: The Journal of National and International Library and 

Information Issues. https://doi.org/10.1177/0955749018775878

https://doi.org/10.1177/0955749018775878


What have experimented with collecting

1. Book as mobile apps

2. Web-based interactive 

narratives



Collecting methods

File transfer: with publisher agreement, useful for large and complex publications,
requires engagement and effort from publisher

Download via access code: with publisher agreement, can introduce DRM, 
requires a method to transfer to network storage 

Web Harvesting: does not require publisher engagement, capability exists in Library, 
access method is understood, publication must be accessible via web browser, may 
not be a complete capture



80 Days
• PC Version & 

Android app

• Source code

• Contextual 
information

https://www.inklestudios.com/press/80days

https://www.inklestudios.com/press/80days




https://www.bl.uk/case-studies/lynda-clark

https://www.bl.uk/case-studies/lynda-clark


Interactive Narratives Collection

• Part of E-publishing 
Trends/Emerging Formats

• Mix of text, sound and video 
elements

• Different types of interactions

• hypertext
• parser-based
• choice-based

• Captured with Heritrix + 
Webrecorder/Conifer

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/en/ukwa/collection/1836

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/en/ukwa/collection/1836


https://notagoth.itch.io/the-memory-archivist

https://notagoth.itch.io/the-memory-archivist


New Media Writing Prize Collection in UK Web Archive
https://www.webarchive.org.uk/en/ukwa/collection/2912

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2021/01/the-new-media-writing-prize-collection-is-now-available-in-the-
uk-web-archive.html

https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2021/07/building-the-new-media-writing-prize-special-collection.html

Quality Assurance in the New Media Writing Prize Collection by Tegan Pyke: https://doi.org/10.23636/1y1j-by18

https://www.webarchive.org.uk/en/ukwa/collection/2912
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2021/01/the-new-media-writing-prize-collection-is-now-available-in-the-uk-web-archive.html
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2021/07/building-the-new-media-writing-prize-special-collection.html
https://doi.org/10.23636/1y1j-by18


Breathe by Kate Pullinger
https://ambientlit.com/breathe

https://ambientlit.com/breathe


This is a Picture of Wind by J.R. Carpenter: http://luckysoap.com/apictureofwind/

http://luckysoap.com/apictureofwind/


stella.wisdom@bl.uk
@miss_wisdom
https://blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/ 
https://www.bl.uk/subjects/digital-scholarship


